
REPORT

of the activity of Alfreds LAGIDIO in •adrid,Spain,
from 18 Nov.1955 to 12 March 1956.

On 18 Nov. 1 55 Alfreds L. arrived in Madrid from New York by plane; was met

at the airport by JOHN. Around 1100 both went to Mr.Roberts KAMPUS with whom

they had a talk for about two hours. Since it was the 18th of November,i.e. the

Latvian Independence Day, A.L. suggested that R.K. should make the . first payment

of recompensetion to gr.& Mrs.PIERNAVI3JA for their work at the Latvian broadcasts

in Madrid ( already during JOHN's meeting with R.K. last July it was agreed that

gr.& Mrs.? should receive $ 50. a month ). gr.R.K. refused this proposal because

of the fact that the total amount he had asked for from the Latvian Culture

Institute was not given to A.L. for R.K's disposal. gr.R.K. refused also A.L's

proposal that this nayment should be made from A.L's private money.

Next day JoHr and A.L. visited gr.R.K. aeain in order to talk some financial

questions over - as R.K. had proposed it the previous day. Instead of this most

of the time was spent on a meal given by Mr.& Mrs.R.K.

The details of these two meetings presumably will be found in the report by

.JOHN who left Madrid on 20th Nov. Before doing that Jail; instructed A.L. on the

following:

1. since it was obvious that ;/. .R.K. is very eager to -et the money fro. ..1 the ICI

(Latvian Culture . Institut:,) but on the o1r land . see t! te bea4d1fficult an

to work with, all the money :ra: LC'	 uid go through A.L. and not directly

to R.K. - 23 it was planned prvio!.:.sly.

2. since nrevious info about R.K. ilidieated that he is rather lazy, A.L. should

make use of this fact and secure his positions in re7ard to R.K. as well as

to the officials of the Radio Nacional in Madrid by hard work, mainly by

writing features for the Latvian broadcasts.
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in order to be trusted by Mr.R.K. it couli be of use that A.L. mentions

to R.K. that SINGER is the treasurer of ILI and well known to A.L.; however,

JOIDI suggested that this fact should be revealed to R.K. only after the

relations between R.K. and A.L. are developing without troubles.

JOHN repeated also the previously discussed opinion that it would be better

to let R.K. know the true name of A.L. - this too should be done after a while.

When A.L. wanted to know how could he contactE	 '(assumed name of an American

official in Madrid) in case of emergency, JOHN replied that he will find out the

best way when back in the States. John warned A.L. also not to use in excess

the code names in the letters between A.L. and LOI,i.e. SINGER and GEORGE as it

was agreed upon previously. .

On 20 Nov.,after Join; had left Madrid, A.L. had a lengthy talk with Mr.R.K.

The latter showed now even more his dissatisfaction about the delay of the money

needed and remarked that,tf this matter would not beoleared up soon, he would

prefer to continue the Latvian broadcasts without the assistance of the LOX.

During this talk A.L. mentioned the fact that some of his relatives are behind

the Iron Curtain and that due to this A.L. would like to avoid any publicity.

In this connection A.L. revealed also that Alfreds LAGEDIV g is not his true name;

when mentioning his true name it came out that R.K. remembers A.L's father.

A.L. tried also to explain the delay of his comin g to Madria as partially caused

by the fact that he did not want to come to Madrid under his right name - it took

some time to arrange his present documents in this manner. When A.L. asked about

the possibility to meet Mr.& Mrs.'', R.K. showed quite cleraly that he would not

like it now. He remarked that the situation at the home of Mr.&Mrs P is not

suited to visit them there. This and some other remarks showed that R.K. wants to

keep A.L. away from iir.& Mrs.P.

Next day A.L. submitted to R.K. his first writing for the broadcasts. It came

out that R.K. has no knowledge in advance as to the program of the broadcasts;

daily
he was receiving theA copies only afterwards - once a week or even more seldom.

5.
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TO A.L. this was the first clear evidence that R.K. in fact has not much to say

about the broadcasts. R.K. tried to explain this strange situation by some

fault of Ars.? - according to R.K. she once had trt 'let changed the text of tha

broadcasts after it had already been submitted to the Spanish officials, was

reprimanded due to this and the result was that R.K. too lost the opportunity

to read the text of the broadcasts before it was transmitted ( a couple of weeks

later Mrs.P and Mr.P told A.L. another version of this happening - according to

them it happened already a couple weeks after the Latvian broadcasts had started,

i.e. in March 1955; the respective text included a writing about Generalissimo

Franko; R.K., not Mrs.P., made some changes in the text crossing out some

words about Franko with the motivation that the Latvians in Great Britain would

not like such expressions. The result was that the director of the Eastern European

broadcasts, Padre M(urati 1') forbade Mrs.P to show the text to R.K. before the

broadcasting was done and to RSV make some substantial changes in the text after

it had been subfatted to the officials of the radio ).

After this talk Urs.R.K. went together with A.L. to an apartment in the same

building, owned by some Spanish widow who was acquainted with Mr.& Mrs.R.K., to

gat a room .fer with full pension for XX A.L. - the Spanish lady asked 100 pesetas

per diem and A.L. agreed with that.

Next day, on 22 Nov., R.K. introduced A.L. to Mrs.P. The latter was quite

nervous and made an unfavorable impression to A.L. Nevertheless the first discussion

with her showed that she has a good knowledge as to the work at the radio; on the

other hand R.K. was able to speak about it only in general phrases.

The following days A.L. was busy in writing articles for the broadcasts. In

between he had daily chats with R.K. during which A.L. tried to find out R.K's

political background. The latter dehied that he is under the control/of Minister

K.ZARIVg in regard to the broadcasts - made some abusing remarks about K.Z. as well

as about Professor A.SPEKKE in USA . Abusing the policy of the Brits, R.K. showed

also very clearly Uzi his anti-American attitude: told that the Americans are too
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are in .act ruled by the Free-Masgns
business-minded, have no cuiturevtc. ( some ot these remarks were nrovoked by

A.L. who mentioned that many aspects of the American way of life are strange to

him ). Only for the French politicians R.X. had some good words to say.

on 24 Nov.
Among other things R.K. mentioned also

A
 that he had talked over with some higher

Hqs'
Spanishefficers a project of the training possibilities for Latvian officers in

Spain ', that the Spaniards did not exclude such possibility but were emphasizing

that in positive case this project has to be ximIAPIiiing as top secret. A.L. was

quite surprised that R.K. came out with such sensitive matter. It might be explained

by R.K's desire to obtain A.L's respect toward him; another explanation to R.K's.

frankness might be the fact that A.L. had mentioned that during the last month in

the States he had access to some confidential materials about Latvia in Pentagon.

( a couple weeks later A.L. asked Hr.? about this project; Hr.P doubted that R.K.

ever had such discussions with the Spanish Hqs - more likely that R.K. had heard

from somebody about such projects, f.i. about the talks between the Polish refUgees

and the Spaniards ).

During these casual talks with R.K. the latter tried also to find out where exactly

JOHN is working; A.L. avoided a direct answer and R.K. did not try it again.

Tho turning point in the relations between R.K. and A.L. came'bn 26 Nov., when

A.L. mentioned that the mcney froa LCI will RN be sent to A.L. This fact made R.K.

almost to explode. A.L. tried in vain to explain to R.K. that such procedure r.,,uld

be of advantage for R.K. too, that it is an unimportant and only technical question

that R.K. will receivIhKilgihutiLiie needs and what has been promised to him. R.K.
A

suddenly had become suspicious and taciturn. Again and again he repeated only that

such procedure is contrary to the promise made by JOHN during their talks in July.

On Sunday, Nov.27, A.L. for the first time visited Mr. & Urs.P at their home -

Hrs.P had invited him on the previous day by phone. This meeting took nine hours

and seldom had A.L. experienced such pertinent and interesting discussionl. Mr.P

participated actively in them - since he speaks fearly well English there was no

language barrier. Both were glad to become acquainted with A.L., especially

because R.K. had created a whole myth around A.L. - as i.irs.P told I the impression



she and her husband -,:ot fro: R.K. about A.L. uss that the latter must be either

a "spy or saboteur'. They explained also in 1E,n;th how the Latvian broadcasts

in 14adrid rot started and how unable S.K. had been to organize support for them.

when A.L. tried to find cut some prices in rerard to the rent of a office room

and the furnishinr of it, both showed also concern as to possible savings on

this post, f.i. irs.P. su;Tested that in fact there is no need to have a special

office for the redactional work of the broadcasts because she was allowed by

the director of the radio to work at home ( the sane applies tb the Estonians,

Lithuanians who work for the radio ;. As to the typwriter of R.K. which was

used by Mrs.P, it came out that it is an old model and its price would be 4 50.

at most ( R.K. had asked G 150. for it ).

Next day, when A.L. talked over some of these financial matters with R.K.,

the latter got very anrry about the suggestions of A.L. how money could be saved.

During this discussion R.K. called A.L. a spy and advieed him not to bother

about these things; R.K. is goin g to orranize all this and A.L. should only do

the writing. A.L. protested to this, saying that he is responsible for the

money of LCI,therefore has to make some observations and has to report to La

the conditions and needs here. From this meeting A.L..got the impression that

R.K. fears that A.L. could get in close contact with Mr. 	 rs.P; because of this

R.K. tried to fri gthen A.L. but did not succeed in it.

The following day A.L. submitted to R.K. the instructive article about the

Latvian communistic youth or ganisation .which should be sent to Ars.P for the

broadcasts. R.K. showed a fearful attitude as to the using of this article -

he suggested that before using such writinrs some prominent Latvian personalities

in exile should be asked about their opinion in these matters,f.i. Alfreds Di-CR.14g

in USA and Aaj.V.RAZNERS in West Germany. A.L. remarked that it would take too

long time to accomplish such consultations and that such instructive artibles

have been already talked over with other well qualified people in the States.
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The same day, i.e. on 29 Nev., Mrs.R.K. esked A.L. b7 phone to have a private

talk with her since her husband is not home. In this talk she tried to explain

the attitude of her husband - told A.L. that he had had a nervous break-down

while in Stockholm, 5weden, as official of the Latvian Legation there,because of

the annexation of Latvia by USSR; that afterwards the physicians had ordered to

keep him out of excitements; that in her opinion R.K. is now very upset by the

troubles he has in regard to the financial support from LCI; that he likes A.L.

very much but cannot agree with the proposals made by the latter; that A.L. should

respect R.K. as an experienced diplomat and ardent Latvian patriot who is supported

in his struggle for free Latvia incyx his family ( in fact, both sons of R.K. do

not speak Latvian and are uninterested in the Latvian cause - as observed by A.L.

several weeks later ). To all this A.L. replied politely but clearly that he

is responsible to his organization for its money, that it would be only of advantage

for R.K. not to receive money from LCI directly but throu gh A.L., especially

. because of the fact that this or ganization is sponsored by some wealthy Americans

if it came out that R.K. receives money from American sources it could only

complicate his status as a representative of Latvia. 	 A.L., however, expressed

his gratitude of the advise eiven his by :qrs.R.K. and his hone that R.K. will

change his mind and take the things as they are. - The same night A.L. visited

again 'Arai: Mrs.? at home. They told him that R.K. today had visited the radio

and had had a discussion with the director of the Eastern Eurcpean broadcasts,

..tr. Castro- Farinas; that the latter had become very an gry during this talk due

to some things R.K. had told hie. Mr.P promised to eet the nail story about this

from •r.Castro Farinas, since both are school-eates and from the Canary Islands.

instructive
gr..1 Mrs. P asked also about the erttle of the Cc:emunistic Youth ( Ad.. had toldA

them nreviously that he has prepared one but that a.K. is afraid to accept it

for the broadcasts ). Ar.F proposed that this article should be given directly

to his wife who alone is responsible for the intvinn broadcasts. Ars.P mentioned

also that she would bo'lad tc introduce A.L. to the director in order to F:et a



nermit to work at the Latvian broadcasts as a speaker.

Next day R.Y. invited A.L. to a talk ,tbeut the lattar's future ctivity.

Durin 7. this tar,: A.K. told A.L. that yester!ay he had visited ...g reeter Castro

Farinas and discussed the question of A.L's c, rk at the radio.	 R.K. said that

unfortunately thr: director seems to have some objections as to A.L's direct

participation at the broadessts; . that A.L. should be prepared to work at home

in writinE articles for a longer time. A.K. explained this attitude of the

director by the assu .aption that Mrs.P might be a;:ainst A.L. and has therefore

started an intrisue at the radio in order to keep A.L. away fro& it. - The same

night ;Ir.& Mrs. p iicommaXxx retold A.L. the content of R.K's discussion with

the director on 29 Nov.: first R.K. had told the director that he is the head of

the Latvian broadcasts - the director had expressed his doubts about that, showing

R.K. the list of the employees of the Radio Nacional where Mrs.P is mentioned

as head of the a/m broadcasts; then R.K. had mentioned that Mrs.P as a Spanish

subject is not suited for the Latvian broadcasts but that R.K. has a better

candidate now, i.e. A.L.	 This offendirw remark about the Spanish subject had

hurt the pride of the director very much end the discussion had taken an abrupt

end R.k. was asked to leave ( this fact was later confirmed by A.L's Estonian

collegues ). - Mr.& Mrs.P told A.L. that the director is boiling over now due

to the tactless approach mads by R.K. but that this does not apply to A.L. - on

the conteary: Mr..-Jastro Farinas had asked that grs.P takes A.L. to the radio

and introduces his to the director. Further the director has found the idea of

the broadcast for the Latvian Communistic youth as excellent and thereore A.L.

should give it to Mrs.P to be broadcast. Since this day A.L. also followed this

procedure and R.K. did not get any info as to the future broadcasts.

On 2 Dec. A.L. had his first talk with Mr.Castro Farinas in. the presence of

Mrs.P who made the introduction. Mr.C-F asked A.L. only two questions;

1/ whether A.L. really is independent from 3.K.,and

2/	 ther A.L. will respect',Irs.P as head of the Latvian broadcasts and is going
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to collaborate with her. - •;hen A.L. answered positively on both questions

Mr.C-F expressed his pleasure to have A.L. es co-worker at the radio and ordered

Mrs.P to make the necesaary arranFealenta as to A.L's work as speaker there( the

first day A.L. particiaated as speaker nt'the Latvian broadcasts was 6 Dec.).

A couple hours later A.L., i. rd Mrs.1) had a meeting with R.K. in the latter's

apartment. During this meeting A.L. explained the new situation to R.K., i.e.

that the director has accepted A.L. as speaker at the radio; that the director

has asked A.L. to regard Mrs. 	 kimcskisf the head of the Latvian broadcasts;

that the financial support fron LCI for the broadcasts will ' come through A.L.,

who will make the payments to 	 Mrs.? and 3.K. in exchange for Unix receipts

signed by them - when A.L. asked if somebody has some objectiOns to such procedure,

nobody had( Ar.& Mrs.P nreviously had told A.L. that they would not accept any

payments from R.K. ). !r.P added also that due to the new regulations at the

aadio Wacional the employees there have no rirhts to rive the copies of the broad-

casts to eny unauthorized persons, i.e. that from now on R.K. will not receive

anymore the" Wes fro:a Mrs.!' but that 1.E. has the possibility to sake an official

revest whenever Xxximintsxif he is interested to read sone of then. All the talks

• at this meeting were very polite; A.L. stressed besides that he is a newcomer and
is very

maybe is rushina some thin-s toe it but that hynterosted in taamwork and

hopcs that all persons present a,rae with hi:: on that. A.L. proposed also that

all four should .cat once a week to talk ovsr	 -:-.a-ram of the Latvian broad-

caute ( later	 ..!.rs.P refused to have :aze. 	 with 3.K., ac that they

never took place ).	 - In the	 of the same day there ::as a aeatin at

the apartnent of Hr.3AUD where all the'Aembers cf the I:altic broadcasts discussed

the new regulations; R.K. wa: . not invited to participate 'at this meetinr - neither

was the Estonian representative, Mr.PUSTA. - Later on the sees day R.K. told

A.L. that the latter has put R.K. in a unfavorable liEht during the neeting with

Mr .& Mrs.?, telling them that :irs.P and not R.K. is the head of the Letvian

broadcasts. R.K. was quite upset and said that he 	 is morally responsible



for the Latvian broadcast; that •r.0-F is only temporarily on his post and will

be soon repl%ced by Padre Y,URILLC who is on very friendly terms with R.K.; that

R.K. is going to visit the director :.)neral of the Radio Eacional in order to

vet the things cleare-d up, i.e. tc rezain his status as the head of the Latvian

broadcasts. To this A.L. remarked that this could make the things only worse.

A.L. added also that Mr.C-F has told Mr.P ' that he is goirn: to write a letter

to the Latvian Anister in Great Britain, Mr.Kiirlis ZARIlg, and complain about

the behavior of R.K. during the latter's meeting with him but that A.L. has

urged Mr.P to deter r.C-F from doing so.

On 5 Dec. A.L. talked over once again the financial problems with R.K. The

latter announced that he does not want money from LCI anymore but proposed that

he receives honorars for his articles pre;ared for the broadcasts, i.e. at least

one article weekly about the international political situatien. :;hen A.L. asked

how about the expenses for the representation on which R.K. and JOHN had agreed

durin g. their Meeting in last July, R.K. replied with indignation that he has never

asked for such recompensation , in any case no amount was fixed on them. However,

he added, that from now on he will write down all such expenses and present these

to LCI when the final answer will be received from it. Besides, R.K. complained

now and then that up to now he has received no official letter from LCI about

the aseignement of A.L. to Madrid and that he still is awaiting for such letter.

A.L. replied that he represents LCI and that he doubts whether R.K. is going to

receive such letter. A.L. promised also to repay R.K. for his typewriter the

amount R.K. was asking for, i.e. S 150 although A.L. considers this price as

too high.

Some days later A.L. had a simiiar talk with R.X. in which A.L. tried to

explain to R.K. why he is concerned about makinv some savings here - that LCI

has also some other fields of activities, not only the broadcasts of Madrid. To

this R.K. replied that A.L. unnecessary uses LCI as a cover; that he cannot under-

stand why the Americans do not give all the financial support which is needed here
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in the same ti .3 snandinE hue amounts for th.. broadcasts from 'Munich, C.',.!rmany.

Time and time ar-sin A.L. tried to calm down R.K., 7,romisina. that 3.K. will get

what he needs in connection with the broadcasts and emphasizing that t:he question

hbout who receives the money should not be made a question of prestiva. However,

it did not work.

On 14 Dec. A.L. had invited /. .0-47 and Mr.& i.:rs.P to a dinner. During this

meeting Mr.0-F once arain repeated that R.K. would have nothing to say about the

Latvian broadcasts; that the only thing R.K. could do is to write features for

these broadcasts but that no more than four articles of him in a month should

be used.	 r.0-F was still very angry toward R.K. due to the latter's behavior -

he said that he still would like to write a letter to Minister K.ZARIli g in London

about that. A.L., however, calmed him down, pointin g- out that such step could

result in a common counter-move by all the Latvian diplomats; in any case it

could make A.L's situation difficult since he as well as L0I would like to avoid

all unnecessary publicity about the fact who is supporting the Latvian broadcasts

in Madrid.	 expressed also his recognition of A.L's work at the radio and

was very displeased when A.L. told him that he intends to 70 back to the States

in 3 or 4 month; C-F promised to do all in his power to set A.L's wife to Snain

so that A.L. could stay here permanently.

On 17 Dec. A.L. had another talk with R.K. during which R.K. salt that he wants

and that A.L. should stop his H ipvesti getions u on it
to have his typwriter back without any recornpensation, A couple days later, when

1

A.L. came to R.K. to talk over the financial matters, i.e. how much R.K. wants

for his features, the latter replied that he will not accept any money from A.L.

since he does not know who is A.L. and what his assignement in Madrid in fact is.

R.K. accused also A.L. that the latter has intrizued against hi M and thus has

tried to hurt the good relations between 3.K. and Mr.& Mrs.P. To this hypocrisy

A.L. interjected that the relations were rather tense already when A.L. arrived

here; that Mr.&	 have complained to A.L. about R.K's arrogance and. tactlessness
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and that X.L. has done all in his power to convince Ar.1 .-4-s.P about the

necessity to avoid all controversies among us four and to create a real teamwork.

RI( replied that A.L. is not tellin g now him the truth,i.a. that his relations

with 'gr.& ;Fa's.? have been excellent until A.L's arrival. At this point A.L.

lost his patience and mentioned that some other people too, who had known R.K.'

for a long time in th .) past, had told A.L. that R.K. often has been arrogant

toward his subordinates and that therefore A.L. should watch out in dealing with

him. 'ihen R.K. said that this is a lie, A.L. remarked that this has been told

hi: by the former minister Alfrads BER2I4, who should know R.K. quite well.

After this discussion, which took an abrupt end, the relations between R.K. and

A.L. were very tonse. Rewertheless, Ars.R.K. invited A.L. to snend.the Christmas

night at their home - A.L. accepted it. Thou gh :irs.R.K. had told that only be

members of her family will be present at this party and a Latvian student Konstan-

tins BALCDIS, there were also two other persons invited to this party - a Kr. fnu

KOHKA (1) and a Belgian woman. This party went on peacfully and A.L. had the

opportunity to becoxe more acquainted with the sons of R.K. ( the oldest one had

just arrived from Great Britain where he is studyin g. ). None of both understands

Latv-ian and showed no interest in the Latvian cause; their thinking about the

fie& against Communism was quite defaitistic; on the other hand they were very

'smart when the talk was about money, f.i. when the prices of stamps were discussed.

On 27 Dec. A.L. had his last talk with R.K. When A.L. Ompurd asked R.K. by
for co-workers

phone whaher the latter would sign so.le letters4 A.L. had pre pared, R.K. refused to

do it. His motivation was that he cannot sign such letters which contain promises

about flaaraximarrars fees and other financial matters since he still does not

have any letter about all that from LCI and cannot be sure whether such promises

will be held in tht future. To this A.L. replied thst he as a representative of

LOI takas this remark as an insult. A.L. added also that reeantly R.K. has

insulted. A.L. several times - first, callinE- h1-:: a spy, then a person ha cannot

trust and finally, in ra7ard to the typewriter, a snooper. In doing so R.K.
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has not only insulted A.L. 7ersonally but also 41;estioned the motives of WI,

its A.,erican supnoirters, further slo the State D . ,?artment in recard to A.L's

documentation and finally also the respective Spanish ainiztry which has considered

A.L. as a reliable person who is ,Althorized to work at the radio. ixxikstxnft

Due to all this A.L. therefore ex .pects that R.K. is T..oinr. to apolo4ze to him

otherwise A.L. thinks that there is no use to continue the discussions with

R.K. The latter replied that A.L. himself has aoknowledyed that he has some

special assionement here, beside the 4ork at the radio - that A.L. had told R.K.

that he is goinv to send reports to USA( the implication of this was that A.L.

is a sny or secret informer ). To this A.L. did not answer anymore and hung up

the receiver.

Since then A.L. did not meet R.K. anymore, except on two occasions at the radio

( on 31 Dec. and 1 Aarch when R.K. was invited through grs.P to participate

in the procram of the respective day; this was suegested by A.L. ). Besides,

during the a/m talk with R.K., A.L. rLentioned also that gr.P intends to put an

announcement in the Latvian newsr,apers that all .saterials fur the Latvian broad-

cast should be sent only to Ars.P ani also to put the things stxxig14 strddght on

the question who has initiated these broadcasts and who is in fact responsible

of them. It see,as that this remark made a. deep impression to R.X. because from

then on R.K. was outmost tactful and polite toward Mr. & gre.P. ( invited them

to an after-Christmas party; asked several times 'eir.P to come up for a drink etc.).

Durinc the Christmas tics A.L. spent many ni7hts to7 .ether with : .12. .& grs.P who

became vary friendly to hi.1 - in fact, around 29 Dec. they proposed a "Thou-fricn-

ship" tet.-:een A.L.	 the...4 which, or •:curse, was accept-I. However, already in

j,nulry there wer ..: ro:-	 they do not trust A.L. comp1ete:7. 3c,f.i.

Mrs.P , while rather animate .:	 t'c, :n1 of soma dinner, remarked that 3: .:e is not

Co stupid as to believe that . A.L. is	 only to work for the radio. ';hen A.L.

ashed her why hes she such funny ideas, :.rs.P . replied that she	 ots,rved that

A.L. is very strict in reLard to his 	 does not allow to change so ...7e words
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in these before the broadcasts. A.L. renliad that this is nomence and was 'vita

an,ry about such sus7icions; later on ..irs.P tried to explain that it has been only

a joke. - However, Ar.P, who is by far not as impulsive as his tafe, several times,

while talking with A.L., maxiimlesA :lade so.ae rears about Texas. Since A.L. had

sent soue letters and gifts during the Christ:As time directly to Texas to his

relatives there and since ;r.? &ado these remarks after that, A.L. concluded that

Nr.P has some connection with the S ?anish censorship.. These suspicions got more

ground when hr .P mentioned in January that he is going to work half of his office

hour 's at the main post office ( otherwise he was working at the ginistry of Infor-

mation at the book censorship ).

On 3 January A.L. was invited to a party at 	 grs.P. The main reason was

to become better acquainted with the Latvian student of medicine, Konstantns

SALODIS - this ?arty was, in fact, arran ged just for him. During this party

the discussions went to the politics. Ars.P made some derogatory re:aarks about

Amerika, i.e. the usual compla...nt that the States are ruled by the Jews and the

Free-gasons, who are fiendly toward Spain; that democracy is rotten and cannot

fight successfully Communism etc. Since it was said in the presence of this

youn g ( about 22 years old ) Latvian student, who intends to go to the States

- after graduating in medicine, A.L. started to defend the American way of life

and made some comparisons as to the life in Spain. The discussion became very

heated - esrecially .h. s.P showed a rather biased opinion in regard to all facts

outside Spain. A.L. made then a mistake and started to Criticize some conditions

in Spain, f.i. the censorship of books, the absence of tolerance in confessional

questions. It was obvious that K.BALODIS . was rather glad to hear such things -

since he is a 3reek-Crthodox,.he felt about the same way and remarked that a

pressure has been applied on him at the university to convert him to Catholicism

although without success.

Despite of this, the relations between gr.:6 Mrs.? remained still friendly -

both Were helpful and tried still to convince A.L. to stay in Spain nermanently.
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grs.P. mentioned several times that she is very glad to have A.L. as co-worker;

that it will be very hard for her to have another ,,erson, i.e. A.L's successor,

here since she is very shy and reserVed toward new acquaintances - Fets really

sick for a tie when she has to co out to a party where starnge people are present.

hand
gr.P on the other aids tried to convince A.L. that Spain is the best country for

Latvinn refugees etc. 'Then A.L. always gave evasive answers to this but later

flatly rejected this idea, gr.& Mrs.? Showed a more formal attitude toward him.

Since A.L. had interrupted all connections with R.K. but it could be assumed that

R.K. will try to work behind the scene a•nainst him, gr.P as well as 1.1r.C-F and

gr.RAUD suggested thqt an explanation of the present situation should be given

to the Latvian emigrants as a whole; Mr. RAUD suggested that the best way to do

it would be through a interview for somerLatvian newspaper; gr.C-F a greed to

become interviewed. The respective questions were prepared by Mr. & Yirs.P together

with A.L. On 11 Jan. the interview took place - the answers given by Ar.C-F were

genuine end ouch more frank than these which appeared in 'Latvia( Va -c1:07) li on 4

February, f.i. r.C-F told that no diplomats would be allowed to interfere with

the broadcasts of the Radio Nacional ( this answer was an obvious hint to R.K. ).

Mrs.?, however, when translating this interview from Spanish to Latvian, omitted

this part of the answer, mentioning only that no interference 
WP

i tiggs, groups
A

or persons will be permitted. Further Mr.0-F indicated in his answers also that

a Latvian born lady is the head of the Latvian broadcasts but Mrs .P changed it in

such a manner that only a Latvian born redactor was mentioned, not giving the sex.

It took also almost two weeks before Mrs.P sent this interview to Mr.P.KOVAWSKIS,

the editor-in-chief of "Latvija (Viciji°1 - for some reasons she wanted to delay

its publication. On 6 or 7 Fehr. R.K. received the 4 Febr.iesue of "Latvija",

containing this interview; on 7 Febr. he asked Mr.P to visit him. Afterwards Mr.?

retold A.L. what R.K. had told him during this meeting. The main topic had been

just this interview - R.K..wanted to know who had written it but Mr.P pretended

to know nothing about it. In genera/ R.K. was very upset about two things in
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this interview. First, that some Latvian refugees ( and not R.K.) had suggested

to start these broadcasts in Latvian, and secondly, that responsible for these

broadcasts is a person of Latvian origin. As to the latter, R.K. had tried hard

to find out whether this applies to A.L. ( the text implicated that the person in

charge of the Latvian broadcasts is a man ). In this connection R.K. had tried

to make Mr.?. suspicious against A.L. eta to the latter's intentions - R.K. had

told Mr.P that he has received info from the States that A.L. has sent letters--to

US boasting that he, i.e. A.L. is the real boss of these broadcasts not Mrs.?

( besides, A.L. has never written such things ). Beside of that R.K. had several

times during this meeting showed that he is very concerned about the money - Mr.?

told A.L. that it was quite disgusting to see how eager R.K. is in this aspect -

and had asked whether Hrs.? receives really financial support from the States,

whther she receives it regularly etc. R.K. had told Mr.P also that Major HAMM

has written him from Germany, asking what to do with a letter received from

Mr.? ( in this letter Mr.? MRS proposing to Maj.H to participate with writings

in the Latvian broadcasts ). On all these questions Mr.? had shown 'baby face -

as he told A.L. - pretending that he does not know anything about this interview

and that his wife does not tell him much about the work at the radio. Only when

talking about the publicity in regard to these broadcasts, lir.P had remarked that

R.K. himself had previously made some unneicessary publications in the newspapers

and by doing so has revealed also that Mrs.P is participating on them the broad-

casts: that this was done without the consent of Mrs.?.

Since the news from LCI was indicating that R.K. is intriguing behind the

scenes, A.L. tried to find out more facts about the background of R.K. In thie

connection A.L. had a talk with Hr.RAUD on 17 Febr. at his apartment. The main

question was whether R.K. is under British control. Mr.RAUD denied it - told that

R.K. was known in London as a person who is anti-British. Mr.RAUD mentioned that

now and then a higher officer of the British intelligence is coming over to Spain

and contacting many persons working at the Radio Nacional, i.e. [aliens, not
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Spaniards, but that this man does not contact R.K. considering him a fool.

Mr. RAUD emphasized also that R.K. has shown his complete inability to organize

the Latvian broadcasts; that in fact these have been almost a scandal for the

first nine month; that Mrs.P had also no experience in propaganda matters but

that she at least had worked tirelessly to get them better.

When Mrs.P was asked by A.L. about the political affiliations of R.K.,

she mentioned two facts; first - her acquaintance for many years, Mr.anis

KiRKLItig from Stockholm,Sweden, while visiting her during summer 1955 in Madrid,

had told her that R.K. in fact is paid by the Brits. Secondly, Mrs.P recalled

an article prepared by R.K. for the broadcasts where he praised the Latvian

Catholic Democrat Party, indicating that he himself is a member of that party

( as a funny thing in this article )irs.P recalled that it was concluded by the

phrase that there are some other political parties of the Latvians in exile too;

thus it was implicated that the main party is the a/m - which is not true ).

Later, when A.L. became acquainted with Mrs.L.BARNES, the latter mentioned

that R.K. is a bad representative of Latvia in Spain - shows no initiative, is

influenced by his wife whose only interest is to stroll around to the parties.

Once, when A.L. asked Mr.C-F about the possibility that R.K. could convince

some higher Spanish officials that he should be the real boss of the broadcasts,

Mr.C-F laughed at such idea - he matbioned that, f.i. the Director General,

Senor ALONSO, had not replied to R.K's Christmas greetings and that this fact

means in the diplomatic language that Senor ALONSO despises R.K. Mr.C-1. emphasized

also that in case R.K. would have something to say about the Latvian broadcasts,

he, Mr.C-F would immediately resign from his post. Besides, Mr.C-F had proposed

to Mr.P that he is ready to write a letter to A.L's organization in order to

countIT the behind-the-scene moves of R.K. ( A.L had previously told Mr.P that

R.K. is making trouble by his letters in the States ), i.e. to declare officially

that A.L. is proceeding in his work in full agreement with rltk the Spanish

authorities. A.L. wrnte about this proposal in his letter to LC7 on 15 Jan.;
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although Mr. P had asked A.L. to suggest such move by LCI already during a

meeting on Jan.9, A.L. wanted to be sure whether R.K. in fact is making some

troubles. When this suggestion was rejected by LOI in itsletter of 20 Jan.

and A.L. made the answer known to Mr.?, the latter was quite surprised - apparently

it became obvious to him that A.L. has not the full backing from his organization.

When LCI in its 23 Jan. letter proposed that A.L. stays permanently in

Madrid, the situation changed radically. It became clear to A.L. that the question

of his successor is far from being solved. On the other hand A.L. knew too well

that his wife would take some drastic steps if A.L. would not come back to the

States as promised, i.e. at the end of February or the beginning of March - as he

had promised. Since Mr.& Mrs.?, even Mr.C-F had several times emphasized that it

is out of question that A.L. leaves after 3-4 month and that he should stay here

at least for a year or two, A.L. decided to change his friendly attitude toward

Mr.& Mrs.P to a more official one. From the letters of his wife A.L. saw that

something has happened with her which has upset her very much ( only on 14 April

A.L. found out what had happened and that his assumption had been right - but

this is his private mater, not to be told here ). All this irritated A.L. very

much and his relations with Mr.& Mrs. P became tense. For the first time A.L.

about
and Mrs.P had some quarrels uxTh the program because A.L. now tried to find out

what would happen to his successor it he would try to play the role of a boss.

The conclusion: Mrs.P can be very stubborn and difficult to work with if somebody

does not try to convince her about some matter but instead is giving her directives.

At the same time A.L. remarked to Mr.P that in his opinion it would not be right

that Mrs.P remains the boss of the Latvian broadcasts when A.L's successor arrives -

that a man may become irritated in the long run if his boss is a woman; thus, in

A.L's opinion it would be better that Mr.P becomes nomtnally the head of the

a
Latvian broadcasts with Mrs.? and A.L's successor working under him as Ateam. This

suggestion did not impress Mr.? - he stressed that his wife is very co-operative

and would never overplay her role as the boss. About a month later A.L. made
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the same suggestion to Mr.C-F when talking about A.L'i prospective successor.

Mr.C-F was rather surprised about such proposal, i.e. to have a man, not a woman

as the head of the Latvian broadcasts. He remarked that Mrs.P had done a good

job while working for 9 month alone. To this A.L. replied that t although Ursa)

had been very diligent during this time, the broadcasts were on a very low level.

This was a still greater surprise to Mr.C-F - he tried to object to this but

when AA,. asked him whether he understands Latvian and therefore is able to

judge these broadcasts from the Latvian viewpoint, Mr.0-F got thoughtful. Because

of some later remarks by Mr.C-F, A.L. got the impression that Mr.C-F too agrees

with A.L. as to the unsuitability of having Mrs.P as the boss. . When, f.i. A.L.

asked Mr.C-F whaer Mrs.P should get a higher salary or not from LCI, Mr.C-F first

asked how much does she receive now and then rapist' that it is completely enough,

i.e. $ . 50. a month ( this discussion occured during the party of the Moot anni-

versary of the Latvian and Estonian broadcasts on 6 March at Mr. & kre. RAUD ).

Since at the beginning of January Mr.C-F had proudly announced that A.L.

should receive the usual salary from the Radio Naoional, i.e. 1000 pesetas a month,

but when on the payday in February it came out that the order of Mr.C-F still'

needs to be accepted on some higher echelon, A.L. asked Mr.C-F how the situation

would be for his successor. Mr.C-F promised that in that case it tN will be

certain that A.L's successor is going to receive this salary as a permanent

worker at the radio, like all the Ntkers workers from other nations, i.e. 1000

pesetas a month.

Meanwhile A.L. became acquainted more closely with Mr.Leo KUUS - the youngest

of the Estbnian staff. It came out that Mr.L.K. has about the Caine background

from the States, i.e. has lived for some years in Washingtbn, D.C.; some remarks

showed that he could have been employed there by our Bureau, f.i. he asked whether

A.L. knows one Dimitry LEWITZKY; whether Mr.PEAK works for the CIA . On 14/15 Jan.

A.L. made a trip to the mountains together with Mr.L.K. During this trip the

latter told A.L. that there exists a censorship for the letters of alliens in
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Spain and that one Estonian, a linguist who knows 7 or 8 languages, also Latvian,

is working there. In general Mr.L.K. was always very helpfUl and co-operative

toward A.L., showed a great understanding of A.L's troubles; he was also the first

person to whom A.L. mentioned his suspicions about the shadowing by the Spaniards;

however, it was difficult for A.L. to convince Mr.L.K. that this is true - the

latter thought that A.L. is exaggerating.Ou the other hand Mr.L.K. was also

concerned about his documentation as a permanent resident of the States, not yet

a citizen. He wanted to go back to the States in the spring of 1957; in case

to
something went wrong he had decided better,go illegaly to West Germany than to

stay in Spain.

Besides, Mrs.? had received as Christmas gift from Mr..1;nis KERKLIO in

S weden the book lAjurjonga" ( translation from Latvian to English ). Since her

husband, Mr.? had read it and found it excellent, even worth to translate it in

Spanish, A.L. got the idea to give this bbok to Miss Ave GARDNER in order to

convince her about the suitability of this book for a movie script. To be sure

that he is right, A.L. gave this book also to some American girl who was studying

during December
in vladrid, Mies Patricia inn ( A.L. was living,at tNe same apartment where she

1

lived ). In this connection A.L. had two dates with her in a cafe. During the

second date A.L. asked her also to write the address of the P.O.Box in Hyattsville

on the envelope of the letter in which he sent his true address report card to

the States ( A.L. gave her a plausible explanation why he needs an other hand-

writing ). During these dates A.L. for the first time in Aadrid got the impression

that he was under surveillance - if it was true it might explain why the Spanish •

authorities thought that A.L. has something to do with the student riots.

These riots culminated in Madrid on 9 February. A day or two afterwards

Mr.? asked A.L. by the way if the latter has ever been in the Stigma University

area. When A.L. wanted to know more about the riots, Mr.P first explained them

by the Communist infiltration among the students, later tried to create the

impression that in reality the trouble started because of the antagonism between
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are surely provoked by some Communistic youth and were directed from Paris, France;

by the way she asked whether A.L. has ever been in Paris.

The first unmistakable sign that A.L. has aroused thu suspicion of the

Spaniards against him occured in the dining room of the Radio Nacional where

L.L. often went to have a lunch since it was very cheap there. The people there

were almost only the Spanish employees of the Radio Nacional; they were polite

and friendly toward A.L. but since they spoke only Spanish there was no closer

contact between them and A.L. Their attitude changed, however, radically,

after the following happening:

On 10 MX Febr., i.e. one day afterthe student riots, A.L. had his lunch

at the a/m dining room. The Spaniards were very upset about the riots and there

was a heated discussion as to the cause of the students' unrest. As far as A.L.

could understand the debate, the majority of the Spaniards present were sympathetic

to the rioters and defending their rights - of the 6 or 7 Spaniards only one

was asking for punishment. Next day A.L. encountered Mr.? and asked him about

the cause of the riots. When Mr.P came out with the explanation that these have

been inspired by the Communists, A.L. mentioned that some Spaniards have another

explanation, i.e. that the riots were started by liberally-minded students who

love the freedom. Mr.P became quite angry about such explanation and doubted

whiher any honest Spaniard could think so. Then A.L. made the great mistake

and mentioned what he had heard the previous day in the dining room. The next

time when A.L. arrte'd in the dining room the attitude of the Spaniards there

was changed - they were unusally silent and a young Spaniard , who never before

was seen there, took place at Ad. 's table ( and continued to do so the next 2 or

times A.L. went there ). When A.L. continued to go to this dining room, he

observed that the Spaniards there in their conversations are trying to insult

A.L. - there were remarks that one has to be careful not to speak up in the

presence of " this boy "; that some "Americanos" are spying around here -
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since they are well-off why should some of them come to this cheap place

otherwise; that it is a scandal that "this person" has the nerve to appear here

that " he" is a very,/hard- boiled person if "he" can stay so calm and have

his meal here despite the fiendly atmosphere here etc.

First A.L. tried to blame his bad Spanish and thought that he might misunder-

stand some of the conversations of the Spaniards. However, during the next

times he observed that the Spaniards got even more mad about his appearance there -

they started to talk about A.L's troubles with his landlady ( on 9 February A.L.

let her know that he is moving out on I March since the rent is too high for

him; in reality A.L. decided to move out because of the too obvious attempt

of his landlady to come on intimate terms with him ), mentioning some facts

about his behavior, fa. that "he" must be perverse since not responding a

woman, that "he m refuses to pay the rent but at the same time spends 1000 pesetas

a week ( what was true ), etc. Ii/order to calm the Spaniards down, A.L. did not

go to the a/m dining room anymore, having his meals at his favorite inns not far

from his home. However, there the situation was the same - uattally some gang .

of 3-6 toung persons took the place not far from A.L's table and started a very

noisy discussion - never about politics but usually laughing at somebody not

preset at their table ( though sometimes making a gesture in A.L's direction ).

So it went on until A.L's departure, i.e. clmost for a month although A.L. tried

to change the inns, sometimes choosing quite expensive restaurants in order to

have his meals undisturbed. Also later, i.e. the last week in Madrid, when A.L.

took his meals in the Hotel Emperatriz where he lived since I March, the situation

was the same' only with the difference that here there were very distinguished

looking persons, aparently not Spaniards but British ( spoke with a clear British

accent but the content of their talks was the same ).


